**Who we are**

Lombardini22 is a reliable service company that expands design perspective. A single point for the: engineering, architecture, interior design, M&E, cost control, branding, marketing and communication. With over 240 professionals, it is one of Italy’s leading architecture and engineering groups, active worldwide through six brands.

**Product description**

**Claim/production description**

Lombardini22 brands are:
- L22, architectural and engineering services is subdivided into the units Urban&Building, Retail, Engineering&Sustainability;
- DEGW, consultancy & design services for workspaces;
- FUD, physical branding;
- Eclettico, luxury interior design for the hospitality sector;
- Atmos, design of sensorial environments through the strategic use of light, color, sound and air;
- CAP DC, Data centers development.

**Contacts**

T. +39 0236596200
m.corsi@l22.it

www.lombardini22.com